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             Barrie Advance 2022 Readers Choice Awards

            We are excited to announce that Majac Tooling Supply Ltd.  has won “Favorite Distribution Service” in the “2022 Barrie Advanced Readers’ Choice Awards”.   Firstly, we would like to thank our loyal customers, also we couldn’t do this without the amazing team we have here at Majac, and lastly thank you to everyone who took the time to vote for us! 
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            Are you sure you are using the right tools?

            We have the expertise to guide your technicians to choose the right tools for your projects. 


            Read more
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            Corporate Profile

            Founded by Dave Osmond in 1990, Majac Tooling Supply Ltd. remains a family-owned and operated business to this day.
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                Representing the top tooling supply manufacturers worldwide

                Majac Tooling Supply Ltd. offers premier tooling solutions for the metalworking industry. Founded by Dave Osmond in Barrie, Ontario, we primarily supply metal cutting tools and other related accessories to businesses all over Canada and beyond the borders with clients in the US and Mexico too. Moreover, Majac Tooling Supply Ltd. has been a respected supplier in the international market for more than 30 years, adding valuable professional expertise to our repertoire. We source our materials from some of the best suppliers in the industry such as Kyocera, SGS, Guhring, OSG, Chem Arrow, and more. Our ultimate goal is to optimize the ability to remove and shape metal as efficiently as possible, without compromising on time and money.


We specialize in prioritizing the needs of our customers so that they have a distinct edge over their competitors. We accomplish this with not just our quality tools, but also our impeccable technical advice and knowledgeable recommendations. We proudly serve a very diverse client base in countless fields such as medicine, military, aerospace, automotive, communications, tool & dye industry, and several others.

Read More
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        Looking for a reliable & stable partner?

        contact us
    


 
    
        
            
                Promotions

                At Majac Tooling Supply Ltd., product quality has always been our top priority. This is why we work only with reputed suppliers of tools and related accessories in the industry.. 


Other than striving for quality in our products, we also offer great deals to help our customers save money. Check out our current promotions here.

Read More
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            Our Vendors

            
                Trusted vendors ensure quality and better output. As a result, we provide a bevy of top-shelf vendors. 
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                        Work Together?
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